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A new combination of replica exchange Monte Carlo and histogram
analysis for protein folding and thermodynamics
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A novel combination of replica exchange Monte Carlo sampling techniques with a histogram
analysis approach is developed and applied to study the thermodynamics of the folding transition in
a face-centered cubic lattice chain protein model. Sequences of hydrophobic~H! and polar~P!
topology residues were designed to fold into variousb-barrel type proteins. The interaction scheme
includes the short-range propensity to form extended conformations, residue-dependent long-range
contact potentials, and orientation-dependent hydrogen bonds. Weakly cooperative folding
transitions could be observed for properly designedHP. ~Hydrophobic and polar residue sequences
with cooperative long-range interaction methods were proposed and tested.! Based on the study of
these systems, the computational cost of such an approach is many times less than the cost of other
Monte Carlo procedures. This opens up the possibility for efficient studies of the folding
thermodynamics of more detailed protein models. ©2001 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In a recent paper,1 we compared the computational effi
ciency of three distinct Monte Carlo strategies for their ab
ity to search the conformational space of proteinlike se
flexible lattice polymers. These simulations indicated that
Replica Exchange Monte Carlo~REMC! method2–5 finds the
lowest energy state much faster than the simple simula
annealingMETROPOLIS6,7 scheme~MC!. REMC is also much
faster than the generalized ensemble8–10 method or its ver-
sion known as the Entropy Sampling Monte Carlo~ESMC!
method.11–13However, when successfully converged, ESM
simulations provide a complete thermodynamic descript
of the model system over the relevant temperat
range.14–17In this work, we demonstrate that it is possible
extract complete thermodynamics from very fast and e
cient REMC simulations. This was achieved by combini
histogram methods18,19 with the REMC method. The ESMC
method was used to check the accuracy of the entropy
mation from the REMC results.

In the REMC method,2–5 several copies of the system
are simulated at various temperatures using a standard
sion of the METROPOLIS scheme. Occasionally, conforma
tional energies of the system’s replicas are compared
replicas are swapped according to a probabilistic criter
dependent on energy and temperature differences. Thus

a!Author to whom all correspondence should be addressed; electronic
kolinski@chem.uw.edu.pl
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model system samples not only conformational space
also various temperatures. A replica trapped at a local m
mum of the energy landscape at low temperature ha
chance to be moved to a higher temperature, where en
barriers are easier to overpass.

The ESMC method,11 a version of the multicanonica
Monte Carlo algorithm,8–10 was used here to check our es
mation of the system’s free energy by a combination
REMC and histogram techniques. The search of conform
tional space by means of the ESMC technique is contro
by an estimate of the system entropy. An artificial distrib
tion of states is generated, where all energy levels~when
converged! are visited with the same frequency. Details
the present implementation of the ESMC method and
REMC method can be found in our previous publication.1

The model test system used here is similar to the
previously employed.1 The lattice representation of th
model chain is identical. However, there are qualitative d
ferences between the two models. In this work, we stud
heteropolymeric model withHP ~hydrophobic and polar resi
due! sequences,20 mimicking the amino acid patterns i
b-type globular proteins. An additional important modific
tion is the introduction of explicit cooperative interaction
that qualitatively simulate the averaged effect of main-ch
hydrogen bonds in proteins.

Thus, the purpose of this contribution is twofold. Firs
we describe a modification of existing Monte Carlo protoc
that leads to fast identification of the lowest energy st
il:
9 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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while providing an accurate description of the system’s th
modynamics. Second, we assess this improvement in c
putational sampling, describe the behavior of a minim
model of proteinlike polymers, and discuss the possible c
sequences of our studies for more detailed modeling of p
tein structure and thermodynamics.21

II. COMBINATION OF THE HISTOGRAM METHOD
WITH THE REMC SAMPLING TECHNIQUE

In a canonical ensemble at temperatureT, the distribu-
tion of the system’s conformational energyE obeys a Boltz-
mann distribution:

P~E!5Z~T!21"w~E! exp~2E/kT!, ~1!

where w(E) denotes the density of states andZ(T) is the
partition function at this temperature. Multiplying the distr
bution by exp(E/kT) and calculating the logarithm, the rela
tive entropy~as a function of conformational energy! can be
expressed as follows:

S~E!5 log~w~E!!5 log~P~E!!1C~T! E/kT, ~2!

whereC is a constant dependent on the temperature@ ln Z(T)#
andk is Boltzmann’s constant.

In the histogram method proposed many years ago
Ferrenberg and Swendsen,18,19 an isothermal MC trajectory
is used to estimate the energy distributionP(E) in the form
of a histogram. In a single isothermal simulation, the dis
bution of states is usually quite narrow. Therefore, a depe
able estimation of the entropy can be obtained only ove
relatively narrow energy range. However, we show here
overlapping histograms acquired at different temperatu
could be combined. Bins of the histograms correspondin
the same energy level provide entropy estimations that d
by a constant value that depends on the temperat
dependentZ(T). Since the constants depend only on te
perature, they can be subtracted from the two histograms
practice, the combination of two entropy curves~or rather
histograms! needs to be done by a ‘‘best fitting’’ of the ove
lapping portions of the histograms. This way, several entr
curves calculated from different temperatures may be c
bined into a single curve that covers a wide range of en
gies.

In this work, we propose to use histograms,P(E), col-
lected during the REMC simulations at various temperatu
Of course, the tails of histograms collected in isothermal M
simulations deviate~sometimes significantly! from the Bolt-
zmann distribution. This is also true for the data genera
within the REMC scheme~see Fig. 1!. Additionally, due to
the exchange of replicas among different energy lev
REMC sampling may potentially introduce some systema
errors in the tails of energy histograms. On the other ha
the exchange of replicas can move the system between
ous energy minima at low temperatures. As a result, the
tograms from REMC at low temperatures are actually m
dependable than from isothermal MC simulations. T
smallest error should be expected for points~or bins! of en-
ergy close to the equilibrium energy for a given temperatu
Indeed, the curves fit each other well except for the tails
demonstrated in Fig. 2. Therefore, the data need to be
Downloaded 19 May 2004 to 128.205.53.57. Redistribution subject to AI
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tered. We propose the following, rather conservative pro
dure.

First, we remove from the energy histogram all poin
for which the P(E) value is smaller than 1/Xcutoff of the
maximum value seen in the histogram. The value ofXcutoff

was assumed to be in the range of 100. This filter remo
uncertain points, which were obtained from a relatively sm
number of counts. Next, the corresponding entropy his
gram is calculated and approximated by a polynomial. Th
the points for which the values ofP(E) differ more than
Ycutoff from their analytical approximations are rejected. T
value ofYcutoff is of the same magnitude as the error in t
entropy approximation by a polynomial~in the present case
range of 0.3–0.8!. We found that a polynomial of the fifth
order fits the data very well with a correlation coefficie
larger than 0.9999. The largest deviations from the Bo
mann distribution were observed at the lowest temperatu

FIG. 1. Three histograms of energy obtained for the S2 sequence witeC

522 ~see the text for explanations!, for three selected temperatures:T
5` ~circles!, T53 ~diamonds!, andT51.875~triangles!. The folding tran-
sition temperature isTf51.821. The replica exchange Monte Carlo meth
employed a larger number of temperature levels~20 or 30 replicas!.

FIG. 2. Relative entropy computed for the histograms given in Fig. 1. T
solid line represents the combined entropy curve after the data filte
procedure described in the text. The symbols have the same meaning
Fig. 1.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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where the replicas tend to be periodically trapped in local~or
global! minima of the energy.

After the filtering procedure, the entropy curves we
sequentially combined, starting with a pair of histograms
relatively high temperatures, where the accuracy of the
tribution of energies was expected to be the best. The
maining portions of the entropy curve could be combin
one-by-one into a common curve. The shift values w
taken from the difference of the values of the correspond
polynomials at the point of largest overlap of the ener
histograms. The proposed method of combining data fr
various temperatures is computationally less demanding
the original histogram method, where the relaxation time
various temperatures needed to be estimated.18,19

III. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROTEIN MODEL

The model polypeptide chain consists ofN residues
~beads! connected byN21 virtual bonds. The chain bead
are restricted to the nodes of a face-centered cubic~fcc! lat-
tice. Thus the chain bond vectors belong to the set of 12
lattice vectors of typeu61, 61, 0u. The model polypeptide
contains two types of residues, hydrophobic~H! and polar
~P!. The sequence-dependent, long-range interactions
considered only for the nonbonded nearest neighbors on
lattice. There are three values of pairwise interactions:ePP,
eHH andeHP.

Additional strongly directional potentials of long-rang
interactions mimic the averaged effect of the main-chain
drogen bonds in proteins. Two residues,i and j, are consid-
ered to be bonded by a hydrogen bond when the follow
geometrical criteria are satisfied:

~1! The interacting fragments of the chains are parallel~or
antiparallel!, that is, the chain vectorvi ~connecting the
i th residue with thei 11th residue! and vectorvj are
parallel.

~2! The hydrogen bond vectorhi , j is orthogonal tov i and to
v j .

It is assumed that the hydrogen bonds can only be form
between like residues~HH or PP! and that the energy o
hydrogen bonds is constant and equal toeHbond. The above-
mentioned geometrical conditions imply that a givenb
strand can be fully ‘‘hydrogen bonded’’ to at most two oth
b strands~although the lattice allows for six contacting pa
allel strands!. This way, the most general feature of theb
sheets is qualitatively reproduced.22 The hydrogen bond net
work of the model is cooperative in an explicit fashion.15,21,23

Namely, an additional energy gaineC is assumed for the
situations when thei th residue creates a hydrogen bond w
the j th residue and when simultaneously thei 11th residue
creates a hydrogen bond with thej 11th residue~or with the
j 21th, residue when the directions of the chain fragme
are opposite!.

The short-range potential that mimics the conformatio
propensity toward formation of an extended set ofb strands
is the same as in our previous work. An energyebeta is asso-
ciated with all residues for which the three subsequent ch
Downloaded 19 May 2004 to 128.205.53.57. Redistribution subject to AI
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vectors belong to a set of extended conformations~as defined
in Ref. 10!. The b-sheet propensity is assumed to be s
quence independent.

Two kinds of local modifications were used to mimic th
dynamics of the model chain. The first is a random displa
ment of the two-bond fragments at the randomly selec
chain ends. The moves of the inner bonds employ a tabl
all possible two-bond configurations. The residue index a
the new local conformation were selected by a pseudo
dom mechanism. The same conformational updating sch
was used in the entropy sampling and replica excha
Monte Carlo simulations.

IV. DETAILS OF SIMULATIONS

A set of 20 temperatures was used in the REMC sim
lations. To define an appropriate range for these temp
tures, an estimation of the collapse transition temperatur
needed, and was obtained from a short simulated annea
run. The lowest temperature for the replicas should not
much below the transition point because of the freezing
the chain’s motion. Most of the replicas were placed in eq
temperature intervals around the collapse transition. Th
very high temperature replicas were added to the set w
T510, 1000, and̀ . The high temperatures are needed
ensure an unbiased estimation of the histograms for h
values of the average energy of the system. Additional h
temperature replicas remove the bias for the lower~but still
well above the transition! temperatures.

Having the estimation of the system entropy as a fu
tion of energyS(E), the system’s free energy can be calc
lated,

F~E,T!5E2T"S~E!. ~3!

All other properties of the system can be calculated
ing the partition function defined by theF(E,T) dependence.

The entropy sampling Monte Carlo~ESMC! technique
can be used to test the entropy and free energy calculat
obtained with the scheme proposed in this work. This can
done in two somewhat different ways. First, one may use
entropy estimation from the REMC simulations as a start
point for the ESMC. For the true entropyS(E) curve, the
convergence criterion~a flat histogram of the frequency o
the system’s visits to variousE bins! of the ESMC method
should be instantly satisfied. Alternatively, one may constr
the entropy estimation from scratch, performing a full set
ESMC iterations~see the previous work for details!. The
second approach is somewhat more conservative. Both
cedures were used to test the REMC-based estimations o
system’s entropy. A conformational pool extracted from t
REMC ‘‘trajectories’’ was employed to speed-up the conv
gence of the ESMC procedure. The conformational pool c
tained a number~the same for each energy bin! of conforma-
tions for each energy level accessible for the model syst
During the ESMC simulations, the randomly selected co
formations from the pool were occasionally~but rarely! used
to restart the sampling process. Thus, the problem of entr
barriers~that can significantly slow down the convergence
the ESMC process! can, to a large extent, be overcome.
P license or copyright, see http://jcp.aip.org/jcp/copyright.jsp
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The REMC and the test ESMC simulations were do
for the following parameters of the model interactio
scheme,

eHH522,

ePP521,

eHP50,

eHbond522,

ebeta524,

eC50 or22 ~both cases were tested!.

Long trajectories~108 attempts to chain modification pe
replica! for the different model chain sequences were gen
ated by REMC. Attempts to change replicas were execu
every 1000 steps. The computational cost was about 6 h C
on a fast PC.

The system entropy was also calculated from the ES
simulations. These results were compared with the RE
estimation of the entropy. The test of the REMC converge
~using the entropy curve as an input for ESMC! by ESMC
cost 3.5 CPU hours. An independent~entropy generated from
scratch! ESMC run took about 70 h.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Topology of the lowest energy states

ThreeHP-type sequences were tested. The design of
first sequence, S1, was targeted on the simple up-and-d
topology of the lowest energy state. The second and the t
sequences that have a possibility to form a longer loop m
lead to formation of the Greek key topology,22

S1:~HPHPH!6 ,

S2:~HPHPH!3 HPHPHPP~HPHPH!2 ,

S3:~HPHPHPHPH!3

HPHPHPHPHPP~HPHPHPHPH!2 .

For the first sequence, S1, a single nondegenerate s
ture ~modulo, the topological mirror image! of the lowest
energy was found. It was indeed the up-and-down s
memberb barrel. Each strand consisted of five residues, w
three strands per sheet. The snapshot of the folded stru
is shown in Fig. 3. For the second, S2, sequence, three
formations at the lowest energy bin were observed. All
them were six-memberb barrels. A small fraction of the
folded structures had an up-and-down topology similar
that of S1. The second type of lowest energy structure
the Greek key topology~a common motif in globular pro-
teins!. The third structure had some features of the Gre
key, however it is incomplete~Fig. 4!. Interestingly, the
value of the cooperativity parameter~eC50, or 22! had no
influence on the folded structures. For the nonzero coope
ivity, the energy of the ground state structures was low
This sequence~S3! has the same pattern ofHP residues as
the S2 sequence. Longer strands were designed to find o
their length has any influence on the folding thermodyna
ics.
Downloaded 19 May 2004 to 128.205.53.57. Redistribution subject to AI
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FIG. 3. The lowest energy conformation for the S1HP chain. The mirror
image conformation has the same contact map and the same total ene

FIG. 4. The lowest energy conformations of the S2 sequence.~a! Greek key
fold. ~b! A permutation of the Greek key fold. The third competing structu
~seen rarely! has the up-and-down conformation similar to that shown
Fig. 3.
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B. Folding thermodynamics

Our combination of the replica exchange Monte Ca
sampling with the histogram method provides a quite co
plete thermodynamic description of the model system ove
wide range of temperatures. In contrast to other MC te
niques, the present application of the REMC enables a sim
taneous estimation of the system’s conformational ene
and entropy from a single simulation. In Fig. 5, the entro
calculated from the REMC is compared with the entro
computed by means of the ESMC method. It is clear that
two methods give essentially the same results, except for
~rather irrelevant! region of the highest values of the energ
The free energy can then be calculated by Eq.~3! for any
temperature of interest. TheF(E,T) dependence~we use the
data approximated by a polynomial! enables the calculation
of any property of the system. In particular, the average c
formational energy can be calculated as a function of te
perature as follows:

^E~T!&5S$Ei exp~2F~Ei ,T!/kT!%/

S$exp~2F~Ei ,T!/kT!%, ~4!

where indexi enumerates particular bins of the energy h
togram.

In Fig. 6 the mean energy calculated from Eq.~4! is
compared with the average energy of replicas running
given temperatures~the arithmetic mean of the energy at
given temperature!. Good agreement between the two typ
of data provides a strong additional test of the proposed c
bination of the REMC and histogram methods.

Free energy curves provide information on the possi
ity of the existence of phases~or states! in equilibrium ~Fig.
7!. Only for the S2 and S3 sequences~designed for the Greek
key topology! with eC522 were weakly cooperative fold
ing transitions observed. The height of the free energy bar
is about 1 kT when estimated from REMC data, and 0.5
kT when calculated by the ESMC method as shown in Fig
This is slightly above the error of the method. In the rema

FIG. 5. Entropy as a function of conformational energy for four mo
systems. Symbols denote the test results from ESMC with: triangles fo
andeC522, diamonds for S2 andeC522, circles for S1 witheC50, and
squares for S2 witheC50. In all cases, the error is smaller than the symb
size. The lines are polynomial approximations of the REMC results.
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ing cases theF(E,T) curves do not indicate any ‘‘phases’’ a
equilibrium. The folding transition has a continuous chara
ter for these systems. These results suggest that the co
ativity of the folding transition depends on sequence a

l
1

l

FIG. 6. Comparison of the mean energy as a function of temperature fo
S3 sequence witheC522. Symbols stand for the straightforward averag
for various temperature levels in REMC simulations. The solid line rep
sents the data from the histogram method calculated according to Eq.~4!.

FIG. 7. Free energy as a function of energy for two sequences at the fol
transition temperature. The lines are for the ESMC data, the triangles ar
the REMC with histogram method.~a! For the weakly cooperative S3 (eC

522) system, the transition temperature isTf52.334. ~b! Sequence
S1 (eC50) exhibits a continuous transition atTf51.671.
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cooperative long-range interactions~hydrogen bond interac
tions!, but not on the chain length. In all of the cases, t
transition temperatures were estimated from the energy fl
tuations and calculated from a formula similar to Eq.~4!. The
differences are in the range of 0.04.

C. Comparison with a homopolymeric model

It is interesting to compare the behavior of theHP model
with an otherwise similar homopolymeric model studied
our recent work.1 In terms of this paper, the homopolymer
sequence S4 is (H)30 with the following force field param-
eters:

eHH521,

ePP50,

eHP50,

eHbond50,

ebeta524,

eC50.

Also, in this case the ESMC and REMC with the hist
gram method give essentially the same entropy approxi
tions. Again, the only differences are in the region of t
highest energies. The number of conformations in the low
energy bin is large. This is a qualitatively different pictu
than that seen forHP chains, where the number of folde
conformations is small, or as for S1 there is just one fold
state~with accuracy to the mirror image!.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper a simple lattice model of globular protei
was studied. It was demonstrated that it is relatively eas
designHP sequences that fold into an~almost! unique globu-
lar state. The cooperativity of the folding transition resu
from a proper sequence design and from cooperative lo
range interactions~explicit cooperativity of the hydrogen
bond model!. The higher cooperativity of the sequence w
somewhat more complexHP patterns suggests that furth
diversification of the sequence patterns~by marking the turn
regions by moreP-type residues! may lead to more coopera
tive folding. The uniqueness of the folded state seems to
uncorrelated with the model’s cooperativity.

The thermodynamics of the model proteins was inve
Downloaded 19 May 2004 to 128.205.53.57. Redistribution subject to AI
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gated by a combination of the replica exchange Monte Ca
method with the histogram method. This approach enable
simultaneous estimation of the system energy and entr
Comparison with the entropy sampling Monte Car
method11–13 ~a version of the multicanonical ensemb
method8,10! shows that the proposed procedure is accur
At the same time, the REMC technique is computationa
many times less expensive than simpleMETROPOLIS sam-
pling or ESMC simulations. Since there is a relatively lar
conformational space accessible to the fcc chains, this s
gests that the thermodynamics of more detailed models
proteins can be efficiently studied by means of the REM
method.
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